WHY MEYERFIRE UNIVERSITY?

THE NEED

We don’t just need warm bodies; our industry needs knowledgeable, committed, always-learning, and continuously-growing new talent:

- Losing Expertise to Retirement
- More System Complexity & Nuance
- More Demand for Systems & Services

OTHER OPTIONS

Options exist, but they could have time constraints, need travel, or not be structured, comprehensive, or engaging. And could still be expensive.

WE NEED BETTER

We all need better. “Training” is not PowerPoint; nor is it getting handed a book. Expectations in 2023 are simply higher, especially from the younger generation. We don’t just need information. We need Tools. Resources. Practice. We need to be learning daily, all-the-time, year-round. It should be remote-work friendly. Accessible. Continuous. Mobile. Visual. Engaging. Anytime. And it could be fun, too.

THE DIFFERENCE

We built MeyerFire University to be entirely different – because our industry needs us to be better. We are online, on-demand, and:

- #1 ENTIRELY VISUAL
  On-demand lessons and skill exercises built with literally thousands (2,000+) of visuals

- #2 RESOURCE-FILLED
  Our iOS & Android App, all our tools, flowcharts, lists & cheatsheets included

- #3 FULLY-GUARANTEED
  Unique to us: if you’re not thrilled, we have a full 100% money-back guarantee.

WE HELP YOUR TEAM SHINE

We built MeyerFire University to improve fire protection practices worldwide. We aim to make a real impact on the trajectory of our industry. Today, we help AHJs, Consultants, Contractors, Insurers, and Corporations improve their team’s knowledge, capability, and productivity.

Annual Pricing: Only $600/Organization + $130/User*
*20% Discount for Renewals & Additional Discounts for AHJs & Students

SEE OUR COURSES & JOIN THE CAUSE BY VISITING WWW.MEYERFIREUNIVERSITY.COM TODAY.